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Abstract
Computational Humour (CH) has attracted the
interest of Natural Language Processing and
Computational Linguistics communities. Cre-
ating datasets for automatic measurement of
humour quotient is difficult due to multiple
possible interpretations of the content. In
this work, we create a multi-modal humour-
annotated dataset (∼40 hours) using stand-up
comedy clips. We devise a novel scoring
mechanism to annotate the training data with
a humour quotient score using the audience’s
laughter. The normalized duration (laughter
duration divided by the clip duration) of laugh-
ter in each clip is used to compute this humour
coefficient score on a five-point scale (0-4).
This method of scoring is validated by compar-
ing with manually annotated scores, wherein
a quadratic weighted kappa of 0.6 is obtained.
We use this dataset to train a model that pro-
vides a “funniness” score, on a five-point scale,
given the audio and its corresponding text. We
compare various neural language models for
the task of humour-rating and achieve an accu-
racy of 0.813 in terms of Quadratic Weighted
Kappa (QWK). Our “Open Mic” dataset is re-
leased for further research along with the code.

1 Introduction

Humour is one of the most important lubricants of
communication between people. Humour is subjec-
tive and, at times, also requires cultural knowledge
as humour is often dependent on stereotypes in a
culture or a country. At times, even cultural ap-
propriation is used to convey humour, which can
be offensive to minority cultures1 (Rosenthal et al.,
2015; Kuipers, 2017). The factors listed above,
along with the underlying subjectivity in humour
render the task of rating humour, difficult for ma-
chines (Meaney, 2020). The task of humour classi-
fication suffers due to this subjectivity and the lack
of datasets that rate the “funniness” of content.
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1Racism in Comedy: An opinion piece.

In this paper, we propose rating humour on a
scale of zero to four. We create the first multi-
modal dataset2 using standup comedy clips and
compute the humour quotient of each clip using
the audience laughter. The validity of our scoring
criteria is verified by finding the overall agreement
between human annotation and automated scores.
We use the audio and text-based signals to process
this multi-modal data to generate ‘humour ratings’.
Since humour annotation is subjective, even the
data annotated by humans might not provide an
objective measure. We reduce this subjectivity by
taking laughter feedback from a larger audience.
To the best of our knowledge, no previous literature
has proposed an automatically humour-rated multi-
modal dataset and used it in ML model-building to
automatically obtain the humor score.

Standup comedy is an art form where the deliv-
ery of humour has a much larger context, and there
are multiple jokes and multiple related punchlines
in the same story. The resulting laughter from the
audience depends on various factors, including the
understanding of the context, delivery, and tonality
of the comic. Standup comedy seems to be an ideal
choice for a humour rating dataset as it inherently
contains some feedback in terms of the audience
laughter. We believe a smaller context window re-
stricts computational models, but we know this is
not the case for the human audience. Hence, our
approach utilises live audience laughter as a mea-
sure to rate the humour quotient in the data created.
We also believe that such an approach can gener-
ate insights into what aspects of stories and their
delivery make them funny.

Our humour rating model is partly inspired by
the character “TARS” from the movie “Interstel-
lar”, which generates funny responses based on
adjustable humour setting (Nolan, 2014). An es-
sential step in developing such a machine that can
adjust its “funniness” is to create a model that can
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recognize and rate the “funniness” of a joke. With
this work, we aim to release a dataset that can help
researchers shed light on the humour quotient of
a particular text. The key contributions of this
paper are: (a) Creation and public release of an
automatically rated multi-modal dataset based on
English standup comedy clips and (b) Manual eval-
uation of this dataset along with humour-rating
quotient defined on a Likert-scale (Likert, 1932).

2 Related Work

Most of the previous work on computational hu-
mour has been towards the detection of humour.
Smaller joke formats like one-liners which have
just a single line of context, have been used (Het-
zron, 1991). Language models like BERT are used
for generating sentence embeddings, which have
been shown to outperform other architectures in
humour detection on short texts (Annamoradnejad,
2020). Since humour depends on how the speaker’s
voice changes, the audio features, and language
features have been used as inputs for machine
learning models for humour detection. Bertero and
Fung (2016) use audio and language features to
detect humour in The Big Bang Theory sitcom
dialogues. Park et al. (2018) passed audio and lan-
guage features from a conversation dataset into an
RNN to create a chatbot that can detect and respond
to humour. Hasan et al. (2019) built a multi-modal
dataset that uses text, audio, and video inputs for
humour detection. There are existing datasets that
rate the humour in tweets and Reddit posts, with
the help of human annotators (Miller et al., 2020;
Castro et al., 2018; Weller and Seppi, 2019). Cre-
ating human-annotated datasets is costly in terms
of both time and money and has been one of the
noted issues for creating humour datasets. Yang
et al. (2019a,b) used time-aligned user comments
for generating automated humour labels for multi-
modal humour identification tasks and found good
agreement with manually annotated data. However,
none of the previously existing datasets are created
with standup comedy clips.

We present the first multi-modal dataset that uses
a non-binary rating system. We use standup com-
edy clips which makes our dataset scalable and
diverse. The dataset is novel in terms of the use
of long contextual jokes (∼ 2 mins) and audience
laughter which helps annotate the funniness in each
clip in an automated manner.

3 Dataset Acquisition and Pre-processing

In this section, we describe the creation of our
multi-modal dataset and the manual evaluation per-
formed with the help of human annotators.

We gather 36 English language standup comedy
shows from 32 comedians available on the web,
where the length of each original clip is ∼ 1 hour.
We further segment them manually into 927 ∼ 2
minute long clips. The standups are chosen based
on the clarity of the audience feedback laughter.
We choose comics from diverse categories of gen-
der, nationality, and culture to ensure representa-
tion and reduce bias. While segmenting them, we
ignore the clips, which results in laughter on inter-
action with the audience/personal jokes. We also
create text files with the transcript for each audio
clip from multiple online sources (Tra, 2020). We
collect data for “unfunny” samples by gathering
TED talk audio clips with similar speech delivery
modes like standup comedy. We also segment them
into 128 ∼ 2 minute audio clips and create text files
of their transcript3.

Clips were manually trimmed from the complete
audio such that the entire context for the joke is
available within the clip. This results in the overall
set of ∼ 2 minute clips described above. Finally,
we acquire 519 ∼ 2 minute audio clips and corre-
sponding transcript text files in our dataset. The
train-test split is chosen to be 70-30.

3.1 Laughter Detection
To find the humour quotient rating of each clip,
we use the feedback of the audience laughter as
discussed above. We measure the intensity and
recorded time intervals of audience laughter in the
clip (Gillick and Wlodarczak, 2019). We modify
this library to output the sum of the duration, of
all laughs in the clip. Based on hyperparameter
tuning, we set the threshold parameters, adjusting
the minimum probability for laughter detection to
0.7. Further, the minimum laughter duration param-
eter is set to 0.1. This allows us to get the humour
quotient from the total duration of the audience
laughter in the clip.

3.2 Scoring Humour Quotient
The sum of the duration of all the laugh intervals
is detected from each clip. Since longer clips tend
to have more jokes and hence a higher score, we
eliminate this bias by dividing the sum with the
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Rating # Clips Scoring Criteria

4 233 score > µ + 0.75σ
3 185 µ + 0.75σ ≥ score > µ
2 256 µ ≥ score > µ - 0.75σ
1 253 µ - 0.75σ ≥ score > 0
0 128 score = 0

Table 1: Number of clips and the scoring criteria for
assigning humour rating to each clip based on the mean
(µ) and standard deviation (σ) of the scores

duration of the clip. We use a Likert-scale to regard
for the subjectivity in human opinion on each clip.
The mean µ and standard deviation σ of all the
scores are calculated. A rule for assigning a 5 point
rating (0-4) for each clip is devised as shown in
Table 1 (Column 3). The number of samples for
each class in our rating system is shown in Table 1.

3.3 Human Annotation
Three human annotators (2 males, 1 female) be-
tween the ages of 21-33 are assigned to rate the
humour quotient in our dataset. The annotators are
instructed to rate each clip based solely on the audi-
ence laughter feedback rather than their perception
of the humour quotient of the clip. This allows
the annotators to be unbiased towards a particular
comedian or humour genre. The annotations were
performed in a closed-room environment, without
any external noise.

4 Experiment Setup and Methodology

In this section, we describe the features used for
the humour rating prediction task along with the
additional pre-processing in detail.

4.1 Network Architecture
The text embeddings and audio features are given
as input to separate Bi-LSTM layers followed by
separate, Dense layers (Graves, Alex and Fernán-
dez, Santiago and Schmidhuber, Jürgen, 2005) as
shown in Figure 1. The output from these two path-
ways is then concatenated and fed to a classifier
that outputs one-hot encoding of the 5-point rating.

4.2 Muting Laughter
Before extracting audio features, we remove the
audience laughter and isolate the speaker’s voice
from each clip. Retaining the audience laughter
may enable a neural network to utilize it and predict
a score without using information from the text
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Figure 1: Neural Network Architecture

and other audio features. We envision creating a
system that can predict the funniness of any clip.
Such clips will not have laughter as an indicator,
so we train and test our model on the muted clips.
Please note that laughter is extracted separately
to generate the funniness score (Section 3.1). We
use Green (2018) to mute audience laughter from
audio segments, thus, resulting in clips that are then
used for extracting audio features.

4.3 Audio Features

Audio features such as MFCCs, RMS energy, and
Spectrogram are extracted from the laughter-muted
clips (McFee et al., 2020). These 3 feature ten-
sors are concatenated to create a single feature of
dimension 33 for each time sample. The maxi-
mum sequence length for audio embeddings was
set as 8000. The clips with a lesser duration were
padded with zeroes for uniformity. These features
convey information about the volume, intonation,
and emotion of the speaker, which are important
for humour.

4.4 Textual Features

Additionally, we use the textual features extracted
from various language models to ensure that the
context of each joke is retained. We use BERT-
derived models to generate contextual embeddings
for each clip, which ensure attention over the entire
text of the clip (Wolf et al., 2020). BERT-derived
models can process sequences of token length 512;
thus, we employ them for the entire transcript of
each ∼ 2 minute clip. We sum the output of the
final 4 layers from these models to obtain a clip
embedding (Alammar, 2018).

As baseline textual features, we use GloVe em-
beddings (Pennington et al., 2014). For obtaining
textual features, we experiment with BERTbase,
BERTlarge, XLM, DistilBERT, RoBERTabase and
RoBERTalarge to generate text embeddings (De-
vlin et al., 2018; Lample and Conneau, 2019; Sanh
et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019).



4.5 Methodology
The audio features and textual features are fed as in-
put to the network for obtaining an output rating on
the scale of 0-4. To evaluate our approach for scor-
ing each clip, we obtain Cohen’s weighted Kappa
with quadratic weights, i.e., Quadratic Weighted
Kappa score (QWK) (Cohen, 1968) between our
scoring mechanism (Table 1) and the model out-
put. We use QWK as a scoring mechanism be-
cause, unlike accuracy and F-Score, it considers
that the system may randomly assign a particular
label to a clip. The QWK score also penalizes mis-
matches more than linear or unweighted Kappa by
taking the quadratic weights into account. Addi-
tionally, we validate the scores provided by our
scoring mechanism by obtaining QWK with the
human annotation performed.

Pairwise Agreement

Annotators A and B 0.643
Annotators B and C 0.926
Annotators C and A 0.611
Average pairwise Cohen’s Kappa 0.634

Fleiss’ Kappa 0.632
Krippendorff’s alpha 0.632

Table 2: Inter-Annotator Agreement (Fleiss’ Kappa
and Krippendorff’s alpha) values along with pairwise
agreement among the annotators

5 Results

In Table 2, we show the Krippendorff alpha,
Fleiss’ Kappa, and pairwise agreement between hu-
man annotators (Krippendorff, 2004; Cohen, 1960;
Fleiss et al., 1971). The inter-annotator agree-
ment between any two annotators is above 0.60,
which signifies “substantial” agreement between
them (Fleiss et al., 2003). We evaluate our scor-
ing mechanism by comparing it with the manually
annotated data by human annotators, as shown in
Table 3. An average QWK of 0.595 was observed,
indicating significant agreement with them (Van-
belle, 2014).

Table 3 also shows the QWK among the neu-
ral network outputs with our scoring mechanism.
With the neural network output, we see a signifi-
cant agreement when compared with our scoring
mechanism. Even the GloVe-based model per-
forms reasonably well when matched with our
scoring mechanism. Embeddings created from

Annotaters QWK
Human A 0.659
Human B 0.562
Human C 0.563
Average 0.595

Textual Features QWK
GloVe 0.691
BERTbase 0.722
BERTlarge 0.796
DistilBERT 0.721
RoBERTabase 0.775
RoBERTalarge 0.813
XLM 0.714

Table 3: (a) Quadratic Weighted Kappa (QWK) scores
between the scores provided by human annotators, and
our scoring mechanism (b) QWK scores between the
various language models combined with neural net-
works, and our scoring mechanism.

BERT-derived language models showed consid-
erable improvement from baseline performance.
RoBERTalarge outperforms all the other language
models and shows an improvement of 12% points
over the baseline GloVe score. Since RoBERTa is
pre-trained on datasets that contain text in a story-
like format similar to standup comedy text (Liu
et al., 2019), RoBERTalarge can be seen performing
better than all the other textual features. Analysing
the confusion matrix of these models shows that
RoBERTalarge and BERTlarge can distinguish dif-
ferent levels of humourousness quite well. They
show the highest accuracy in identifying the non-
funny clips. DistilBERT could not perform as well
as BERTlarge because humour needs better qual-
ity text embeddings to understand the full context,
which DistilBERT cannot provide due to the lower
number of parameters in the model.

Larger models with embedding dimensions of
1024 (BERTlarge, RoBERTalarge) and 2048 (XLM)
performed better than smaller models. A larger neu-
ral network would need a dataset of significant size
to train, which also shows that our dataset is reason-
ably sized. For BERTbase, when we increased the
Bi-LSTMs in the initial layer from 256 to 512, we
see a slight improvement in the Quadratic Weighted
Kappa value which shows that larger embeddings
need a bigger neural network to classify accurately.

We further probe our best-performing model
with an ablation test and observe that audio-based



features (0.66 QWK) outperform text-based fea-
tures (0.48 QWK). This contradicts what was
observed by Hasan et al. (2019) as humour in
standup often depends on the tonality and the well-
enunciated punchlines.

6 Discussion

Analysis of the predicted ratings show that our
model can identify non-funny clips and most funny
clips with very high accuracy. In cases of error in
assigning ratings to the intermediate funny clips,
the assigned ratings are not off by more than one
rating point, for e.g., a clip rated 3 is assigned a
rating of 2 or 4. This error should not be considered
as a failure of our model since assigning a precise
funniness rating in a definite way to intermediate
funny clips is hard even for humans. So it is reason-
able to expect our model to commit similar errors
in assigning the ratings as a human would. In the
individual confusion matrices obtained for both
feature sets, we observe the maximum incorrect
predictions among the classes 2/3 and 3/4. We cor-
relate these results with the human annotation and
observe that even human annotators differ mostly
in these two classes. All our annotators observed
that clips with a moderate amount of laughter could
be rated either as 2 or as 3, since such annotations
are difficult to be discerned to a particular class.

Additionally, we observe that there are only
16/1055 cases where none of the ratings of the
three human annotators match with each other. Out
of which, only one rating differs (4, 1, 2) with a
difference of >= 2. In the other 15 ratings, the
difference between the highest and lowest human
ratings is <= 2 (e.g., 4-2-3). There are around
∼400 cases where 2 annotators fully agree. The
rest of the ∼600 ratings are where all three annota-
tors fully agree in their ratings for each clip shown
to them.

As we evaluate the clips misclassified by our
model, we observe that 1) sarcastic and ironic state-
ments generate human laughter, but our model does
not detect it, 2) a certain kind of jokes which are
morbid also categorized as “dark humour” is con-
sistently classified with lower scores, whereas there
is a lot of human laughter generated during such
jokes, 3) subtle comparisons, for example, the us-
age of internet to smoking where the comedian
tries to imply that both are harmful to health; are
classified as “mildly funny (1 or 2)” by our model.

We further evaluate clips with human annotation

score difference > 2. Despite providing detailed
guidelines which required our annotators to focus
only on audience laughter, they could have possibly
focused on the content. Due to this subjectivity, we
believe that our annotators may have misclassified
a few clips. We trace the reasons to 1) country-
specificity, thereby leading to less comprehension
by the annotator, or 2) insensitivity towards the feel-
ings of females, or 3) bias against a country/race
which again leads to the diminished absorption of
the joke. This observation validates our initial dis-
cussion on the subjectivity of humorous content,
along with the observation that Annotator A (fe-
male) has consistently scored such clips lower than
Annotator B and C (males). However, we also ob-
served that the audience laughter in such clips is
more consistent with the scores provided by Anno-
tators B and C.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

We propose a novel scoring mechanism to show
that humour rating can be automated using audi-
ence laughter, which concurs well with the humour
perception of humans. We create a multi-model
(audio & text) dataset for the task of humour rating.
With the help of three human annotators, we man-
ually evaluate our scoring mechanism and show a
substantial agreement in terms of QWK. Our eval-
uation shows that our scoring mechanism can be
emulated with the help of pre-existing language
models and traditional audio features. Our neu-
ral network-based experiments show that the out-
put obtained using various language models like
RoBERTa show an agreement with our scoring
mechanism. Despite the inherent subjectivity in hu-
mour and its different perceptions among humans,
we propose a method to rate humour and release
this dataset under the CC-BY-SA-NC 4.0 license
for further research.

In the future, we would like to evaluate this scor-
ing mechanism with the help of more human an-
notators. We aim to extend the dataset with the
help of more standup comedy clips. Further experi-
ments can be conducted to compare the contribu-
tion of audio, video and text features with a more
detailed analysis. We would also like to perform
experiments by including more audio features like
Line Spectral Frequencies, Zero-Crossing rate, and
Delta Coefficients. With the release of this dataset,
we hope that research in computational humour can
be taken further.
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